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Andrea Maanum, product man-
ager for Absolute Outdoors, said 
the company introduced a wom-
en’s line of Onyx brand clothing 
with Arctic Shield technology last 
year and it was so well received, it 
exceeded all expectations. Because 
of this success and to further 
enhance its women’s line of clothing, 
Absolute Outdoors is adding a new 
Performance Fit vest for women to 
its line. This vest is designed speci� -
cally with a tailored � t for the female 
outdoor enthusiast and it can be 
worn as a casual outerwear piece 
or as part of a layering system. The 
vest is constructed of a 240 gram 
polyester micro brushed tricot outer 
shell and has a 280 gram polyester 
� eece lining for warmth. Maanum, 
who’s pictured at right holding the 
new vest, said wet weather won’t be 
a factor because the 
vest has a waterproof 
laminate and DWR 
coating. It is only 
available in Realtree 
Xtra. Call Absolute 
Outdoors at (320) 
252-2056 to learn 
more. 

Judging by the 
amount of booth traf-
� c, it seems RamCat 
broadheads may be 
some of the hottest 
hunting heads on the 
market. Chris Fulton, 
wife of owner Brett 
Fulton, is pictured at 
right explaining to 
Jerry Dinesen of Monsen’s Sporting Goods in Peterboro, 
Ontario, Canada how the increasingly popular hunting head 
has been improved for 2013. Fulton explained the ferrule of 
the RamCat head has been changed to 420 stainless steel 
and has been heat treated for hardness. In addition, a left 
hand threaded screw with a 1/16 inch Allen socket keeps 
the blades solidly in place. New Firenock FACT technology 
has been incorporated to center the head in any insert and 
allow it to adapt to Deep Six arrows. It is available in 100 and 
125 grain weights. “This head has been independently tested 
with crossbows and compound bows and has been found to 
be the most accurate � xed blade broadhead on the market,” 
Fulton said. Reach Fulton Precision Archery at (412) 519-5352 
to learn more. 

Flextone Game Calls, a division of Wildgame Innovations, 
is known for its full line of high quality game calls and this year, 
it introduced its new Thunder Series of turkey calls. According 
to Dean Reagan, Flextone’s director of sales, the Thunder 

Series is revolutionary because these 
hybrid handheld/diaphragm calls 
make it simple to make all turkey 
vocalizations and include the Thunder 
Gobble, the Thunder Cut’n and the 
Thunder Cluck N Purr. Flextone also 
introduced the new Funky Chicken tur-
key decoy, which presents a non-intim-
idating design that triggers instinctive 
aggressive behavior in gobblers of all 
ages. Regan is pictured above dis-
cussing a Flextone call with Shannon 
Lyndon of Lyndon’s Riverview Sports 
in Taylorsville, North Carolina. Regan 
noted the small size of the Funky 
Chicken (which he is pictured holding 
in the photo below) sparks other tur-
keys to pick a � ght and come in close. 
Deer hunters haven’t been forgotten; 
the company also introduced the new 
Brotherhood Deer Call. Regan said the 
Brotherhood creates nasal buck grunts 
and aggressive roars that bring deer in 
from a distance. Push buttons on the 
call body allow the hunter to make 
doe estrus and fawn bleats and a super 
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loud snort wheeze can be made by blowing from the opposite 
end of the call. For additional information on these new calls, 
call the company at (877) 993-4868.

When Scorpyd Crossbows President James Kempf 
designed his � rst crossbows, he wanted them to shoot faster, 
quieter and � atter than those available at the time. To achieve 
these objectives, Kempf reversed the riser and limb arrange-
ment found on traditional crossbows and put the string at the 
leading edge, essentially eliminating all of the brace height 
to maximize the power stroke. For 2013, Scorpyd crossbows 
have raised the bar in crossbow technology by o� ering the 
new Ventilator and Velocity models. According to Kempf, 
each model o� ers a manual safety, a Weaver style scope rail, 
a forged riser, a folding stock, an anti-dry� re mechanism, 
titanium fasteners, Barnsdale laminated limbs, a vented barrel 
and a vented stock. “We took the Ventilator and the 2012 SLP 
platform and merged them to form the Velocity. This shed a 
pound of weight and we then added a 
ventilated forearm and barrel coupled 
with our patent pending anti-dry� re 
mechanism. With the Velocity, we get up 
to 425 feet per second at 165 pounds and 
up to 350 feet per second of arrow veloc-
ity at 125 pounds. The Ventilator Weighs 
less than 8 pounds and is only 35-3/4 
inches long. It only measures 12-7/8 inch-
es axle to axle cocked,” Kempf told us. 
He’s shown above on the right  with Rex 
Isenhower, director of operations for the 
company. To discover more about these 
new crossbows, call the company at (319) 
331-4700.

The wilds of Canada are no place 
to take wimpy clothing and SportChief 
knows that. According to David Cote, 
graphic designer and buyer for the 
Quebec clothing manufacturer, his com-
pany’s clothing line is designed to meet 
the most rugged conditions most hunters 

are likely to face. “We 
have our own fabric 
called Silent X and it is 
full of technology spe-
ci� cally made for the 
serious and discerning 
hunter,” Cote told us. 
“We also use an anti-
bacterial process called 
ScentZro in most of our 
clothing lining and our 
Aquatex technology 
provides a high level 
of comfort and protec-
tion against any form 
of precipitation. It will 
protect against light or 
heavy rain and snow 
yet allows body mois-
ture to escape.” Cote 
also noted SportChief 
o� ers � ve of its own 
camouflage patterns 
in addition to six more 
by Mossy Oak and 
Realtree. Cote is pic-
tured above demon-
strating the e� ective-
ness of the Aquatex 
technology to Terry 
Doublin of Paducah 
Shooter’s Supply in 
Paducah, Kentucky. 

This Speci� c Hunter (photo above) is designed expressly 
for bowhunting and features a front closure system with a 
diagonal front zipper and a special elastic draw cord at the 
waist. Adjustable arm guards are incorporated in the sleeves 
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and all outer seams 
are heat sealed. With 
Aquatex, ScentZro, 
Dura Supple and a 
Te� on coating, this 
may be one of the 
finest bowhunting 
jackets available. 

SportChief is 
represented nation-
ally by Hudalla 
Associates Inc. To 
� nd out more about 
this high end cloth-
ing line, call (218) 
346-2734. 

According to Paul Sewell, creative director for Hot Can, 
anyone spending time in the outdoors, especially in the 
winter, can enjoy a hot drink or hot soup any time he or she 
wishes. Sewell said Hot Can is a revolutionary new self heating 
container for those with an on-the-go lifestyle. With the push 
of a button, hunters, � shermen, loggers, skiers, hikers and 
everyone else can enjoy a hot beverage or soup in just three 
minutes. There is no microwave needed and the can contents 
are heated with an all natural heat process. Beverages include 
Café Latte, Hot Cocoa, Café Mocha and Hot Tea. The soups 
include tomato, mushroom, asparagus and chicken. Sewell is 
pictured above with a can of cocoa. To � nd out more about 
this product, contact the company at (855) 446-8226.

Chris Snider, vice president of sales for Tactical Archery 
Supplies, was busy informing dealers about the new prod-
ucts o� ered by 
his company. 
“Our Double 
Agent crossbow 
quiver holds 
twice the arrow 
storage in the 
same space. It 
is a lightweight, 
easily detach-
able quiver with 
a machined 
mounting sys-
tem that fits 
picatinny rails. 
The individual 
cups of the 
Double Agent 
quiver are deep 
enough to pro-
tect the longest 
� xed or mechanical broadheads,” Snider told us.  

Snider said the Hip Bone Quick Attach bow holder is a 
company best seller because of its ball and socket design, 
which is compatible with all bow brands. The Hip Bone bow 
holder frees hands for using optics while stalking and is 
perfect for hunting or tournaments. Snider (shown above) 
noted the new Operator � ts between the riser and stabilizer 

and provides four CNC machined 1-3/8 inch picatinny rails for 
mounting multiple accessories like a camera, stabilizer or range 
� nder. Contact 
Tactical Archery 
Systems at (877) 
686-7226 to � nd 
out more about 
these products. 

X - S t a n d 
T r e e s t a n d s
introduced � ve 
new products 
at this year’s 
ATA show and 
company owner 
Tony Overbaugh 
is shown at 
right with 
two of them. 
O r v e r b a u g h 
is holding the 
Hang-On tree 
stand, which 
he says is super 
light and boasts 
a large 31x21 inch platform. The stand weighs only 10 pounds 
and is easily attached to a tree using the Quick Hitch receiver 
style mounting system. Overbaugh said the stand is unique 
because it comes complete with its own set of four climb-
ing ladder sections that weigh only 2-1/2 pounds each and 
are designed to � t right on the stand for easy transport to a 
hunting site. The other product Overbaugh is holding is the 
new Climbing Stick System, which he noted is the only set 
of climbing sticks with dual support bars. The serrated, self 
cleaning steps provide hunters with a dual gripping surface 
for added safety. They weigh only 2-1/2 pounds each and have 
a 300 pound weight capacity. The newly introduced Outdoor 
Treechair is great for all types of hunting or other outdoor 
activities. The chair has a comfortable mesh and waterproof 
seat and � ts all trees up to 25 inches in diameter. It weighs 
only 4 pounds and folds � at for storage or while transporting. 
The company also introduced a new ladder stand it says is the 
only ladder stand completely attached and secured before a 
hunter leaves the ground. It is designed to stand up to the 
elements so it can be left in place all season. With an overall 
height of 16 feet and aluminum construction, the X-Stand 
Ladder Stand weighs only 45 pounds and can be set up by 
only one person. To � nd out more about these products, call 
the Winchester, Virginia � rm at 
(540) 877-2769. 

Rob Eastman, CEO of 
Eastman Outdoors, addressed 
writers at a breakfast press 
conference held on the sec-
ond morning of the show. 
Eastman noted his company is 
introducing over 30 new prod-
ucts this year, including the 
new Intercept crossbow, which 
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elements so it can be left in place all season. With an overall 
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Eastman Outdoors
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Eastman said was beyond revolutionary. “Calling the Intercept 
a new crossbow doesn’t do this product justice,” Eastman told 
the gathering. “The Intercept is a new kind of hunting cross-
bow that’s engineered and built to enable amazing custom-
ization and provide unmatched adjustability right out of the 
box. The Intercept has a new riser and rail system with a 3-1/2 
pound trigger pull. We added picatinny rails across the top 
and bottom of the frame so the user can customize this bow 
with any AR components they wish to use.”  Eastman said the 
Intercept was designed to accommodate the shooter and not 
the other way around. “We’re creating a whole new segment in 
the crossbow category with the design and architecture of the 
new Intercept and we see the Intercept as the � rst evolution of 
a new type of hunting crossbow that gives hunters a crossbow 
that feels and � ts just right and can accommodate the parts 
they want. So we’re referring to it as the I-Crossbow.”  Eastman 
also noted the popular X-Force 350 crossbow has been 
redesigned for 2013 and it is a powerhouse package with 

reliable performance as well 
as an exceptional value. The 
Intercept opens the door to 
unlimited customization yet 
comes packed with premium 
quality components, ready 
to shoot right out of the 
box with multiple points of 
adjustability. The kit includes 
a 1.5-5x32  Illuminated 
Scope, a three arrow quick 
detach quiver, three Maxima 
Blue Streak Bolts, � eld points, 
a cocking rope and rail lube. 

 New crossbows aren’t 
the only news coming from 
the Flushing, Michigan com-
pany. Stephen Graham, 
director of product market-

ing who’s pictured above, explained 
the features of the new Gorilla G TacAir 
and G TacGhost safety harness systems. 
Graham said these are in a new line of 
safety harnesses and are paired with a 
new ad campaign, which o� ers a better 
program for the retailer. The G Tac Air 
o� ers a form � tting design and adjusts in 
three areas for a natural and unrestrictive 
� t. It features an ultra lightweight exo-
skeleton while the G TacGhost is an ultra 
lightweight padded comfort vest. The 
vest is performance cut with adjustable 
chest and leg straps and large, breath-
able mesh panels for a better � t and feel. 
Both vests o� er Silent micro buckles that 
are quickly buckled or released and red 
webbing marks on all connection points. 

Eastman COO John Biafore was 
enthusiastic about the development 
of the new Carbon Express Maxima 
Red arrow because the new shaft is a 

revolution in arrow building. Biafore discussed the evolution 
of carbon arrows and how the company got to where it now 
o� ers one of the most remarkable arrows ever developed. “The 

Maxima Red is a breakthrough 
in controlling dynamic spine,” 
Biafore told the crowd. He’s 
pictured at left explaining 
how the new shaft is sti� er 
on both ends to contain the 
arrow’s � ex to what he called 
the “Red Zone.” By de� nition, 
the Red Zone is that section 
of the arrow shaft that man-
ages dynamic spine to make 

broadheads shoot best. By controlling the � ex of the arrow 
in front, the Maxima Red makes broadheads shoot tighter 
groups and provides overall improved hunting performance. 
Two additional arrow o� erings from Carbon Express are The 
Pile Driver Pass Thru Extreme, which is designed for the archer 

who wants maximum 
penetration in a small 
diameter arrow and the 
Mutiny, which comes 
fletched with NRG-2 
vanes, an ultra white 
arrow wrap and a high 
polish micro � nish. 

Eastman Outdoors 
also announced the 
new Launchpad. 
Launchpad illuminated 
nocks represent more 
than two years of evo-
lution in nock develop-
ment. Eastman Quality 
Control Manager Dave 
Vergara explained to 
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the breakfast crowd that the arrow nock is critical to shoot-
ing accuracy and that the company’s Precision nock was the 
� rst phase in the evolution of nock development. Vergara 
explained that the new Launchpad o� ers precise contact 
points and an aligned nock barrel for controlled arrow release 
and true arrow � ight. The concentric design of this new nock 
centers it in the arrow shaft for more consistent performance. 
Each nock is manufactured to the highest standards and is 
engineered with four axis straightness within .001 of an inch. 
The Launchpad lighted nock is manufactured to the same 
precise tolerance as the unlighted version and is light enough 
not to impact an arrow’s Front of Center balance point. There 
are also two sizes of Launchpad nocks designed for crossbow 
bolts. Size A works with all Carbon Express and Easton carbon 
bolts and Size B works with Beman, Victory and Gold Tip car-
bon bolts. The Launchpad lighted nock comes in red, green, 
blue and pink and, depending on the color, has up to a 50 
hour battery life. For technical assistance or for dealer orders, 
phone the company toll free at (800) 241-4833.

The right tar-
get face can make 
practice sessions 
more fun and this 
year, American 
Whitetail is o� er-
ing shooters a 
variety of new 
target faces that 
promise to be just 
right for just about 
every occasion. 
According to com-
pany owner Ralph 
Harris (left in photo 
at right), who’s 
shown here with 
company Sales 
Manager Don Castrup, the new In� nity Face is the most 
advanced archery target face ever o� ered. Super healing 
material similar to a mouse pad is matched with digital high 
de� nition graphics to provide realistic practice sessions that 
won’t get boring. The In� nity Face is weather proof, with real-
istic graphics that are weather and fade proof. The new target 
faces are o� ered in three sizes: 18x18, 32x32 and a realistic 
34x44 inch size. 

Harris said the Cube In� nity provides customers with 
their money’s worth because it comes with a full year’s guar-
antee against pass throughs. This target is tough, portable 
and lightweight and will stop arrows shot from compound or 
crossbows. Hunters will love the high de� nition Super Healing 
graphics on this target and they will appreciate how well they 
stand up to the weather. Shooters have a choice of deer or 
turkey with multiple or single spot practice. 

Castrup noted American Whitetail Targets is now o� er-
ing the HybriMat Prodigy, which is designed for the National 
Archery in the Schools Program. Castrup said this new target is 
based on the same design as the targets the company builds 
for Olympic archers around the world and it has a tri core 
system that provides economy and long target life. “The core 

can be replaced 
for about $10, so 
it saves the school 
money because it 
will last for years,” 
Castrup told us. 
To � nd out more 
about these and 
other American 
Whitetail targets, 
call (888) 233-
1976. 

Every hunter 
needs a buddy 
to hunt with and Ernie 
Wright (above) has just 
the thing for those who 
hunt from ladder stands 
but don’t know where to 

put their bows. This 
My Bow Buddy
Ladder Stand Bow 
Holder is a cleverly 
designed bracket 
that mounts easily to most ladder stands exactly where 
a hunter needs it. It comes in a counter display pack 
of a dozen units and is perfect for completing just one 
more sale. The bow holder is made of steel and comes 
with a lifetime guarantee. While we were at the booth, 
Wright showed us the My Bow Buddy Bow and Arrow 
Stand, which makes a perfect place to hang a bow and 
quiver during long practice sessions. There is no assem-
bly required and the unit is coated with an industrial 
powder coat paint so that it lasts for a very long time. 
To learn more, contact the California company at (989) 
329-5645. 

VaneTech owners Chris (second from left in photo 
below) and Pepper Metzgus brought their twins Ivy (left in 
photo below) and Caleb to help them work the show. Chris 
said the company has taken steps to strengthen production 
and inventory for 2013 and has added specialized equipment 
that will allow VaneTec to continue delivering consistent, high 
quality vanes at a higher rate of speed. Accompanying the 
new equipment are additional personnel to oversee the key 
aspects of the line due to the increased speed of production. 
Chris told ArrowTrade the products and prices his company 
o� ers have remained the same for this year despite increases 

My Bow Buddy
Ladder Stand Bow 
Holder is a cleverly 
designed bracket 
that mounts easily to most ladder stands exactly where 
a hunter needs it. It comes in a counter display pack 
of a dozen units and is perfect for completing just one 
more sale. The bow holder is made of steel and comes 
with a lifetime guarantee. While we were at the booth, 
Wright showed us the My Bow Buddy Bow and Arrow 
Stand, which makes a perfect place to hang a bow and 
quiver during long practice sessions. There is no assem-
bly required and the unit is coated with an industrial 
powder coat paint so that it lasts for a very long time. 
To learn more, contact the California company at (989) 
329-5645. 

to hunt with and Ernie 
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in raw material and production costs. “Dealers will appreci-
ate that we held the line on prices,” he told us. Chris also said 
VaneTech o� ers a vane for every application and the compa-
ny’s target vane market has grown in the past two years. “Our 
Arrow Smith line of adhesives was two years in developing 
and is doing very well for us,” he explained. “These adhesives 
work perfectly with our vanes and will work to securely bond 
all other vanes on the market.” For more information, contact 
VaneTech at (866) 428-9067.

Jenny Brown, 
pictured here hold-
ing the Covert Black 
60 scouting camera, 
told ArrowTrade the 
company is offer-
ing several stealthy 
camera models for 
2013. The Special Ops 
Code Black and the 
Extreme Black 60 are 
two stealthy camera 
models with 60 invis-
ible � ash LEDs, mak-
ing them undetect-
able by game or other 
hunters. The Special 
Ops Code Black is a 
wireless MMS camera 
that uses an activated 
SIM card from AT&T. 
With it, a user can text 

photos to his or her cell phone or email address. The technol-
ogy allows a user to see what is going on without having to go 
to the camera and pull the SD card. The 60 Invisible Flash LEDs 
have a � ash range of more than 60 feet and the camera can be 
set to take photos at 3, 5 or 8 MP resolutions. Brown said the 
Extreme 60 Black has all the features as the Special Ops Code 
Black model, except it isn’t wireless. This 
year, both camera models feature HD 
video along with sound capability and a 
two phase timer switch has been incor-
porated as well. 

Brown told ArrowTrade the Covert 
Red 40 is a Covert sta�  favorite and 
includes the same key features as the 
Black 40, only with 40 red glow LEDs that 
provide nighttime illumination of over 
60 feet. The new MP6 and MP-E5 are 
two new cameras introduced for 2013 
but hunters shouldn’t be fooled by the 
small size of the MP6 because it is packed 
with most of the same features as the 
Extreme Series, including time lapse and 
video capabilities. Brown said the MP-E5 
is simple to set up and comes with four 
di� erent pre-sets that allow the user to 
tailor the camera quickly to whatever his 
or her setup may be. At less than $100, 
this new camera model is sure to be a hit 

with hunters. For more infor-
mation, contact Covert Trail 
Cameras at (877) 462-1799.

ProMaster Outdoor 
Products makes a variety 
of useful products for the 
bowhunter and � sherman. 
Company Owner Charlie 
Forbis and his wife Carolyn 
are shown above holding the Fine Line rear bow sight, the 
Twist-N-Seal scent dispenser and the new Grab-It big game 
skinning tool. Forbis said the Fine Line rear bow sight controls 
torque and allows shooters to adjust their forms before the 
arrow is released. “This rear sight trains the shooter to hold 
the bow the same for each shot and breaks the habit of grab-
bing the bow,” he explained. The Twist-N-Seal scent dispenser 
provides hunters with a no-mess method of dispensing scent 
around their stand. “Just twist the dispenser to open it and 
expose as much of the wick as you need.” He also said big 
game hunters will like the colorful new Grab-It big game skin-
ning tool because it makes skinning a deer or elk much easier.  
The serrated jaws grab a deer hide tenaciously and allow the 
user to pull the hide from the carcass with a minimum of 
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e� ort.  Find out more by calling 
the Quapaw, Oklahoma company 
at (918) 542-0791. 

The folks at BowTech certainly 
know how to create excitement 
and had the show � oor buzzing 
with the unveiling of their new 
2013 bow line. We met with Design 
Engineers Nick Obteshka and Tony 
Hyde and they told us the company 
listened to feedback from its cus-
tomers and dealers, who wanted a 
smooth shooting, quiet and accu-
rate bow with little or no vibration 
and Obteshka and Hyde said this 
new � agship bow Experience meets 
the demanding expectations. The 
new features incorporated into this 
bow include CarbonCore limbs and 
the Extinguish dampening system, 
which reduces noise and vibration 
both in the shot and after the release. As energy goes into 
the bow riser, it is dissipated through the Revolver dampeners 
placed on both ends of the riser and string stop. To further 
dampen and eliminate noise, four cable silencers are included 
as well. Obteshka explained how the specially designed riser 
of the Experience repositions the limbs to provide a smoother 
draw cycle and rock solid stability at full draw. “Shooters 
love our OverDrive Binary cams that eliminate cam lean and 
provide exceptional tuning for cleaner arrow � ight,” he said. 
They will also like how the FLX-Guard is � tted with a Revolver 
dampener and how it works to eliminate noise and vibration. 
“We do a lot of testing by observing high speed photos to see 
how our bows perform,” Obteshka told us. Available � nishes 
include Mossy Oak In� nity and BlackOps. 

Another new BowTech o� ering is the In� nite Edge in the 
company’s Diamond line. This new bow is intended for what 
BowTech calls progressive shooters and is built to provide 
speed and accuracy throughout an archer’s development. 
BowTech says it is the most adjustable bow Diamond has ever 
designed. The In� nite Edge o� ers users draw length setting 
adjustments between 13 and 30 inches with a simple module 
adjustment and without the use of a bow press. The In� nite 
Edge also has the ability to be set at an in� nite draw setting, 
allowing the archer to shoot the bow anywhere from 13 to 
30 inches of draw without having to adjust the module. Hyde 
told us the In� nite Edge is the last bow a shooter ever has to 
buy because draw weights can be adjusted between 5 and 
70 pounds. With a 31 inch axle-to-axle length and a 7 inch 
brace height, the 3.1 pound In� nite edge can shoot arrows 
at speeds up to 310 feet per second. To make this bow even 
more attractive to new shooters, all the accessories a begin-
ning archer needs are included for under $400. The In� nite 
Edge comes in Black Ops, Pink Blaze and Mossy Oak Break Up 
camou� age patterns. Another new Diamond o� ering is the 
Core, a complete hunting bow with technologies designed 
to ensure a smooth draw in a durable and highly adjustable 
bow. This bow is designed for archers on a budget because it 
is ready to shoot right out of the box. More information about 

any of these new products can be obtained by contacting 
Mike Alday at (615) 791-1535.

This Harley Davidson (above) was ridden into the show 
by BowTech Plant Manager Bobby Van Cleave and is a Special 
Edition Night V-Rod. It will be integrated into BowTech’s 
entire advertising campaign through 2013 and will be given 

away in the compa-
ny’s "Experience The 
Difference" sweep-
stakes in August. 

At left, Design 
Engineer Tony Hyde 
(left), BowTech 
President Mark 
Pezzoni (center) 
and Nick Obteshka, 
a member of the 
BowTech engineering 
design team, were 
excited about the 
company’s new bow 
offerings for 2013. 
Hyde and Obteshka 
are shown here hold-
ing BowTech’s new 
� agship model, the 

Experience.
Pittsburgh Steelers 

All Pro quarterback Big 
Ben Roethelisberger 
was at the BowTech 
booth talking and 
mingling with fans. 
Roethelisberger has 
been a BowTech shoot-
er for years. He loves 
hunting and BowTech 
bows and stops by the 
booth at the shows to 
show his support. He’s 
shown at left signing an 
autograph for Stephanie 
Gentry from Pape’s Inc.
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The new A.X. Driver 1 Pin bow sight by Archer 
Xtreme is sure to appeal to many bowhunters regard-
less of whether they are dedicated treestand hunters 
or prefer to spot and stalk. The ability to dial this sight 
into a speci� c distance while hunting or compet-
ing will provide shooters with increased accuracy, 
especially when using an archery computer sight 
tape program such as Archer’s Advantage. Company 
Owner/CEO Mark Garcia is shown here with the four 
pin model of this new sight. “With our edge gear 
drive system, a shooter can sight in their � rst four 
pins and then adjust the sight for longer yardages,” 
Garcia said. Other features of the one and four pin 
models include a 2 inch HD sight ring, indicator and 
lock, micro adjust capability and an adjustment for 
2nd and 3rd axis settings. For sales or technical sup-
port, phone (406) 600-2257. 

A-Way Hunting Products has been making its 
own patented game calls, scents and DVDs since 
1991 and this year, it has expanded its line to include 
self in� ating bow and gun cases, the Slide Sight rear 
sight system and Shack Skins, which are corrugated 
plastic panels that can be used to camou� age a 
treestand or hunting blind. According to company 
Owner Greg Abbas, who’s shown with his father Fred, 
Shack Skins are lightweight, inexpensive sheeting 

panels used for hunter concealment in a wide variety of hunting applica-
tions. This product consists of a hybrid UV protected, 4 millimeter thick by 
4 foot square corplast substrate 
with a black interior side for added 
stealth. The Skins come in a variety 
of camou� age patterns that mimic 
the hunter’s surroundings and can 
be cut with a utility knife, then 
screwed to the hunting structure. 
We're showing them on a hunting 
blind in the bottom photo.

Abbas said the new Slide Sight 
is a rear mounted archery sight 
that works in conjunction with 
a hunting sight. The Slide Sight 
functions like the rear sight on a 
ri� e and eliminates the need for a 
string peep. A-Way has also intro-
duced a line of self in� ating gun 
and bow cases that are waterproof 

and will � oat with 
the gun or bow 
inside. Abbas said 
these cases are 
lightweight and 
packable and 
will roll up for 
storage. Phone 
the Beaverton, 
Michigan com-
pany at (989) 435-
3879 for more 
information. 
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Company owner Matt Serwa (below) of Real-Deal said 
the ultimate goal of Real-Deal Mineral supplement is to aid in 
antler size but most importantly to improve overall health of 
the deer herd by introducing minerals and trace elements that 
may be lacking. “The deer’s instinctual need for these  types 
of minerals on a daily basis can  be a signi� cant factor for 
enhancing antler production,” he said. “A lactating doe’s milk 
contains high concentrations of calcium and phosphorus  to 
pass on to their young. This causes a signi� cant mineral drain 
on the doe; Real-Deal Mineral replaces this loss naturally and 
safely.” Serwa said Real-Deal does 
not contain a lot of salt; rather, it is 
formulated with calcium and phos-
phorus to promote overall herd 
health. “We look at our product as a 
premium mineral food supplement 
that will grow big antlers,” he stated. 
For more information, phone the 
company at (715) 355-9360. 

David Smith, son of company 
owner Jerry Smith, told us Goat 
Tu�  adhesive products utilize the 
highest quality cyanoacrylate. They 
are thicker and easier to work with 
and they have a viscosity formu-
lated to cover a broad range of 
materials. According to Smith, the 
company’s Equalizer Release Aid 
is gaining in popularity as more 
shooters become aware of its mer-
its, especially those shooters with 
short draw lengths. “The Equalizer 
allows up to 3 inches in increased 
draw length and increases arrow speed and performance at 
the same draw weight,” Smith explained. The Equalizer o� ers 
a smooth, adjustable plunger style trigger and it comes with 
an adjustable leather wrist strap with a Velcro fastener or with 
a new metal, double tongue buckle. It is a boon for shorter 
draw archers, for those having to shoot lower poundage due 
to age or injury and for those wanting to gain arrow speed. For 
2013, the Equalizer has a new feature to make the adjustment 
length of the release head easier, more secure and faster. 
Smith (left in photo at right) is pictured here with the inventor 
of the Equalizer, Rick Clark, who 
is also Smith’s business part-
ner. Goat Tu�  Products can be 
reached at (520) 742-1701.

When we spoke to Rick Clark (above), president of Viper 
Archery Products, he said the big news from his company 
was that the entire Viper Venom Series of bow sights has been 
redesigned for 2013. These ultra lightweight sights o� er a 
modern, sleek look while new micro click knobs make precise 
adjustments easier than ever. These sights are the lightest line 
of sights his company has ever o� ered, they feature either 
a dovetail or � xed plate design and they are available with 
or without a micro click adjustment. The lightest model, the 
V500, weighs less than 4 ounces and is available in pink as well 
as black, Realtree AP, Realtree APG, Mathews Lost Camo and 

Lost AT Camo patterns. 
The V1000 and V2000 
feature second and third 
axis adjustments while 
the VFPMTC and the 
VMTC models o� er micro 
click adjustment in addi-
tion to the second and 
third axis adjustment 
features. Venom Archery 
Products come with a lim-
ited lifetime warranty and 
are made in the United 
States. Find out more by 
calling the company at 
(740) 894-6100.

When we spoke to Rick Clark (above), president of When we spoke to Rick Clark (above), president of Viper When we spoke to Rick Clark (above), president of 

Lost AT Camo patterns. 
The V1000 and V2000 
feature second and third 
axis adjustments while 
the VFPMTC and the 
VMTC models o� er micro 
click adjustment in addi-
tion to the second and 
third axis adjustment 
features. Venom Archery 
Products come with a lim-
ited lifetime warranty and 
are made in the United 
States. Find out more by 
calling the company at 
(740) 894-6100.
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Darton President Rex Darlington (left 
in photo) and National Sales Manager Ted 
Harpham were happy to tell us about 
Darton’s new Viper SS Xtreme and Viper 
SS crossbows. Harpham said the Viper SS 
Xtreme is a high performance crossbow 
with a well balanced and compact design. 
“We made the bow better balanced 
because we moved the weight back,” he 
stated. Shooters can expect smooth, quiet, 
shock dampened and accurate shoot-
ing from a bow that launches arrows at 
360 feet per second. Harpham also noted 
the SS Xtreme has a new trackless barrel 
design that takes crossbow accuracy to 
a new level and a newly designed anti-
dry� re safety. A new bolt retention spring 
has been incorporated into its design and 
now shooters needn’t worry about the 
cocking mechanism getting tangled in the 
retention spring. A Soft Touch � nish and 
Next Vista camou� age complete the package. 

The Viper SS is the second new crossbow o� ering and shooters will like the high end performance delivered by its 170 
pound draw weight. Like the Viper SS Xtreme, this bow features Darton’s trackless barrel design and newly designed anti-dry� re 
safety. The Viper SS weighs less than 8-1/2 pounds and measures a compact 17 inches axle-to-axle. 

Harpham noted the popular Darton DS-3800 and DS-3900 have been improved for 2013. Shooters will see a newly 
designed riser and improved limb pockets on the DS-3800, giving it a smooth draw, a forgiving valley and dampened shooting 
characteristics. Darlington said the DS-3900 is a compact version of the DS-3800 and comes with a lighter, newly designed riser 
equipped with E.E.T. laminated limb technology and the latest design Dual Sync cams, which provide speed and e�  ciency. Both 
models come with a Soft Touch coating and an anti-shock Ultra Grip. More informa-
tion on any of these products can be obtained by calling (989) 728-4231. 

Hoisting a deer into the back of a pickup or hanging it in the barn after a suc-
cessful hunt can be a chore but the new Tie Boss promises to make that job easier. 
According to Sales Manager Eli McCabe, shown below easily lifting an 80 pound 
sack of sand, the Tie Boss allows one hand operation with instant lock and release. 
There are no moving parts to break or jam and there is no need to remove mittens 
or gloves to lock or release the mechanism. “The Tie Boss turns a two person job into 
a one person job,” McCabe explained. Two di� erent models take care of most lifting 

chores and both will lift up to 275 
pounds. To � nd out more about 
this product, call the company at 
(715) 216-0729.

chores and both will lift up to 275 
pounds. To � nd out more about 
this product, call the company at 
(715) 216-0729.
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Shooters who bag a trophy buck and don’t have the 
money for a full taxidermy mount may be interested in the 
CamoBuck because it hits a price point for someone who 
wants to display the antlers without the high cost associated 
with a professional mount. According to company owner Ken 
Bittner, pictured above with a set of antlers mounted on a dis-
play head, the CamoBuck o� ers quick and simple antler instal-
lation and a great way to display a trophy in any environment 

such as a hunting cabin, home or o�  ce. 
The heads are made of high quality durable 
plastic with UV protection and are easy to 
clean. The heads come in � ve camou� age 
patterns, including Moonshine’s Muddy Girl, 
Wild Fire and Outshine in addition to Moth 
Wing Winter Mimicry and Next Vista camo. 
Call (989) 426-0863 to learn more. 

Clinton Ashby of Wabanaki Wilderness 
LLC in Perry, Maine stopped by the Clean 
Shot Archery booth to look over the line of 
Spot-On Lock-n-Load arrow and bolt inserts 
o� ered by the Kent, Washington compa-
ny. Ashby is pictured here with Clean Shot 
owner Larry Bay (right in photo below) and 

the two are discussing how the innovative, glue-free inserts 
work. Bay explained the inserts work with an expanding 
set screw, which guarantees a perfectly centered insert that 
installs in seconds with no glue, no mess and no waiting. Bay 
said the Lock-n-Load insert is easily adjusted and rotated to 
aid in the alignment of vanes to blades for maximum arrow 
� ight and accuracy. The newer Lock-n-Load Half-Out insert 
next to the booth photo has a .024 inside diameter and is 
designed for X Series shafts like the Victory VAP or similar small 
diameter shafts. 

Bay also noted the Spot-On Laser Calibration Point auto-
matically activates an internal laser at full draw with a bow 
mounted magnet. Dealers and shooters will appreciate how 
easy it is to sight in. Simply shoot the laser point at a target 
until the arrow hits the laser dot, then adjust the sight pins to 
match the dot. The laser beam is adjustable for elevation out 
to 60 yards and allows a shooter to check pin sights while in 
the � eld without shooting. To � nd out more about these and 
other Clean-Shot Archery products, call (800) 242-9023.

Bow� shing is gaining 
in popularity because it 
provides shooting oppor-
tunities throughout the 
year. Je�  Braun of AMS 
Bowfishing is shown 
here with the popular Fish 
Hawk bow. Braun said 
the Fish Hawk features 
an exclusive cam design 
that provides a constant 
draw with 20 percent let 
o� . He also noted this 
bow has special compos-
ite split limbs that pro-
vide the perfect 30 to 
40 pound draw weight, 
which is ideal for bow� sh-
ing. Braun said the Fish 
Hawk has been made 
even more appealing this 
year because it is now 
available in the attractive 
blue Koi Carp camo pat-
tern. The AMS Special Ops 
Night Vision Bow Light 
System was specially 
developed for bighead 
carp � shing. “It’s a great 
way for a beginner to get 
into night � shing,” Braun 
told us. To make bow� sh-
ing even more entertain-
ing, AMS has come out 
with a new DVD. “Bow� shing Between the Banks” allows 
armchair bow� shermen to join the AMS team as they travel 
around the country and around the world bow� shing for carp, 
stingrays, 'gators and even an African Crocodile. 

Who says bow� shing isn’t for girls?  AMS Customer 
Service Representative Kelly Carpenter (above right) is shown 
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here with Je� ’s Braun’s wife Cindy. The pair is posing 
in front of the banner showing Carpenter hugging the 
alligator she shot while on a bow� shing trip to Florida 
last Labor Day weekend. Carpenter said the alligator 
measured nearly 12 feet in length and that she’s hav-
ing the hide tanned for display.  To learn more about 
AMS products, call (888) 541-7657.

Angela and Dennis Lewis are pictured at right 
with business partner Tom Knight. Dennis (center) 
is holding the new � agship Obsession bow while 
Knight shows the new Bi-polar broadhead he and 
Lewis, along with partner Chad Mathis, developed. 
Lewis said the Bi-polar o� ers deer and turkey hunters 
the best of both worlds because it is equally suited 
for deer or turkey hunting. With shear and lock pin 
technology, this new head, with its � xed blade design, 
holds the pins in the ferrule without using screws. 
The head will not open in the quiver or in � ight and 
it measures a massive 2-1/4 inches when expanded. 

At 350 feet per second, the Knightmare bow 
may be one of the fastest on the market. Lewis told 
ArrowTrade this is the most technologically advanced 
and smoothest speed bow a hunter is likely to shoot. “It has no kick and it’s dead quiet,” he stated. The Knightmare is equipped 
with a torque free grip and is � tted with strings and cables by America’s Best Bow Strings. 

Lewis said his company is introducing two other new bows, the Sniper LT and the Lethal Force II. According to Lewis, the 
Lethal Force II is deadly accurate and dead in the hand. It is also out� tted with timing marks and interchangeable draw mods. 
With a 7-1/4 inch brace height, this bow sends an arrow downrange at a brisk 338 feet per second. The Sniper LT is fast, light-
weight and easy to maneuver. A torque free grip assures pinpoint aiming and all hardware is anti rust. As with the other bows 
in the Obsession line, this bow is Type 3 hardcoat anodized. Reach the company at (478) 258-8443 to learn more. 

America’s Best Bowstrings introduced the Rubix arrow rest in 2012 and according to ABB owner Jerry Mullet (at right), 
who’s pictured below with Jeremy Green, it has been well received by archers. Mullet 
explained the Rubix (shown at left) can be used for target shooting or hunting by changing 
the target launcher blade and converting it to a full drop away rest. The rest is activated 
by the bow’s buss cable and each adjustment click moves the rest .003 of an inch. Mullet 
said ABB has been building high end bow strings and cables for the archery industry since 
2006 and this year, it is o� ering the new Synergy Series 8125 as a price point string. To learn 
more, call the company at (330) 893-2675. 
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Taylor Towne, Public Relations Coordinator for LaCrosse 
Footwear, said cold temperatures and high water are no 
match for the new LaCrosse AeroHead hunting boot. Towne, 
who’s shown above holding the new boot, explained the 
technology incorporated in this new boot is like nothing the 
company has ever o� ered before. “The AeroHead features a 
brand new technology called 'AeroForm,' which is an injected 
polyurethane material and it is all one piece so delamination 
is impossible,” Towne told us. “We’ve � exed the boot under 
wet and dry contitions about 6.5 million times without failure, 
which is the equivalent of walking four thousand miles,” she 
added. Hardcore hunters will appreciate how lightweight yet 
rugged this boot is. The AeroHead o� ers uncompromising 
scent free and waterproof protection and has a back gusset 
and strap that adjusts to di� erent leg sizes. Towne explained 
hunters needn’t worry about walking through heavy brush 
or briars because the boot is protected from abrasion with 
LaCrosse Brush Tu�  bi-directional material. Snow and mud 
pose no problems either because the AeroHead’s non-load-
ing outsole features a lightweight rubber compound that 
provides superior traction and lasting durability.  

The 18 inch LaCrosse 
AeroHead hunting boot 
comes with either 3.5 mm 
or 7 mm neoprene insula-
tion and has an injected 
PU midsole for added cush-
ioning and an integrated 
shank to cover the arch of 
the foot to provide support 
and stability when climb-
ing over rugged terrain or 
on ladder rungs. To dis-
cover additional features 
of this revolutionary boot, 
call the company at (503) 
262-0110. 

Building on last year’s 
success, Ross Archery is 
proving good things come in small packages with the intro-
duction of its new XD and Just Like Dad’s bows. XD stands for 
Xtreme Devastation, according to Director of Sales Richard 

Gardner, who’s 
shown at right with 
the new bow model. 
With a silky smooth 
draw and solid back 
wall, the XD weighs 
barely over 3 pounds 
yet sends an arrow 
downrange at 320 
feet per second. 
Gardner emphasized 
that Ross bows com-
bine high end bow 
features at a highly 
affordable price. 
Young hunters need 
the right bows to get 
started in archery and the Ross Just Like Dad’s may be the one 
with which to start them. This highly adjustable bow will grow 
right along with the youngster because it has a draw length of 
18-28 inches in 1/2 inch increments and covers draw weights 
from 20 to 50 pounds. More information on these or any of 
the bows in the Ross line can be obtained by calling (877) 
504-7677.

 It was di�  cult to pass the Sims Limbsaver booth with-
out stopping to look over the eye catching Proton bows on 
display. Greg Sims is pictured below holding two of the new 
Proton models decorated in vivid Muddy Girl Pink camo and 
the eye popping green Zombie � nish. Sims said the popular 
Proton has been improved in several ways for 2013 and now 
includes an improved dual track system that provides equal 
load on both sides of the cam. Broadband Limbsavers set a 
new standard in reducing vibration and noise with the broad-
est frequency response of any the � rm has ever produced. The 
company can be reached by calling (360) 427-6031.

Taylor Towne, Public Relations Coordinator for LaCrosse 
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Robert Maitland, shown above right holding Maitland 
USA’s new Kinetic Halo Extreme bow, said he’s been busy 
building a solid reputation among dealers and is using social 
media like Facebook to get the word out about his products. 
It was apparent a lot of dealers were responding to his posts 
because it took us the better part of three days to catch up 
with him. “We focus on the hardcore archer and our � rst tar-
get bow was very well received and because of this, we’ve 
branched out and are now o� ering a line of hunting bows,” 
Maitland told us. Target archers got his bows into pro shops 
around the country because he gave them what they wanted. 
“We o� er the longest riser in the industry and we’ve advocat-
ed the longer riser trend because we feel it o� ers greater sta-
bility and a more solid shooting platform. As a result, we can 
use a shorter limb and this reduces recoil and hand shock,” he 
added. Maitland also explained that the draw weight adjust-
ment on his bows is unique and it can be changed without 
a� ecting the draw length. 

That’s Guy Kanas of The Fletcher’s Corner in Cape May 
Court House, New Jersey taking time to shoot one of the 
Maitland long riser bow models in the photo above left. For 
more technical information, call Maitland at (775) 400-3301.

When we spoke to Ryan Martin, the vice president of 
research and development for Martin Archery told us the 
company is o� ering � ve new compound and three new tradi-
tional bow models this year. At the top of the page, he is hold-
ing one of Martin’s new o� erings the Pantera, a single cam 
bow and standing next to the World Record BTR irregular buck 
bow kill. The unusual buck was taken by Martin employee 
Thad Cartwright last September in Kentucky.

 Martin said the new Blade X4 combines looks, speed 
and stealthy silence in a moderately priced package while 
the Phantom X4 features the new X4 Twin Limb system engi-
neered with continuous glass for strength, speed and silence. 

The Alien was built with the hunter in mind and weighs 
only 3-1/2 pounds and hunters will appreciate how easy this 
bow is to tune and shoot. Despite its sleek appearance, the 
Alien delivers an arrow at 335 feet per second. 

The � nal new o� ering is the Nemesis 35, which is very 
forgiving and measures 35 inches axle to axle. This bow is 

engineered for ideal results in any hunting conditions and 
hunters will appreciate the integrated bow hangers that ease 
long hours in the stand.

In traditional bows, the new Diablo Take-Down features 
a bridged machined riser and according to Martin, it’s the 
smoothest, fastest take-down recurve on the market. The 
Diablo is drilled and tapped for mounting a quiver and sights 

engineered for ideal results in any hunting conditions and 
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for dead on accuracy. It has an AMO length 
of 62 inches and a mass weight of only 2.7 
pounds. Rounding out the traditional line 
are the Super Diablo, featuring contrast-
ing hardwoods with maple laminations 
that make it an eye catcher and the Silver, 
which is a downsized longbow built for 
young archers. 

Martin said the Silver, shown at right, 
goes from 20 pounds at 20 inches to 29 
pounds at 25 inches. The Silver is light-
weight and easy for small hands to hold 
and grow with over time. More informa-
tion on any of these bows can be obtained 
by calling (509) 876-1442.

Joel Bell, vice president of sales and 
marketing for Brunton, told ArrowTrade
his company wanted dealers to know it 
was returning to the archery business in a 
big way and for 2013, the company plans 
on establishing a shooting program like it 
had in the 90’s. Bell said it will be called the 
“Brunton Shoot Down;” the top amateur 
shooters from each leg of ASA competi-
tions will get a pair of Brunton 11x45 
binoculars and the division winner will get 
to keep the high quality optics.

To prove it is walking the 
walk and not just talking the 
talk, Brunton ra�  ed o�  the 
jeep pictured below to a lucky 
dealer. Tomaz Kirn, manager of 
the Vrecek Specialized Archery 
pro shop in Kranj, Slovenia, was 
the lucky winner of the vehicle 
valued at around $60,000. We 
left him wondering how he 
was going to get his prize back 
to Eastern Europe. Contact 
Brunton at (307) 857-4700.

We love spending time in the Innovation Zone at each 
year’s ATA show because we get a glimpse at little-known 
products that might be big hits with dealers and hunters. 
Jeanne Oliver and her husband Phil own a printing business 
and o� er shooters stock and custom block and bag target 
faces. For about $20, Oliver said, the company can take a 
hunter’s trail cam photo of a big buck and print it on a corru-
gated, waterproof plastic target, making a custom target face. 
“Now they can practice shooting at their dream animal before 
they ever see it in the wild,” she told us. Oliver is shown above 
holding several of the lifelike animal target faces o� ered by 

their company. To � nd out more, 
call The Target Face at (502) 
581-0074. 

The American Chestnut has 
been gone from eastern forests 
for more than a century and was 
a staple mast crop for all forms 
of wildlife. We stopped to speak 
to R.D. Wallace of Realtree 
Nursery about the trees his 
company provides to individu-
als and organizations. Wallace is 
pictured holding chestnuts for a 
blight resistant tree his compa-

ny sells. Wallace 
explained that by 
purchasing and 
planting food plot 
trees, landown-
ers can improve 
their land for 
game and wild-
life. Wallace said 
Realtree Nursery 
can supply blight 
resistant Dunstan 
Chestnut trees 
that produce 
more high qual-
ity food per acre 
than oaks or other 
trees. They ripen 
in September and 
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October and the burrs open naturally. They are eagerly sought after by deer, bears, 
turkeys and other wildlife. Wallace said dealers can buy the chestnut trees at whole-
sale and sell them at retail. “All they do is take the order and place it with us. We will 
then drop ship the trees to the customer, giving the dealer a nice margin without 
doing any more work,” he explained. With this program, the dealer has no over-
head, no storage and no inventory costs. Wallace noted his company also furnishes 
persimmon, oak and various fruit trees for planting but dealers need to work out 
drop shipping costs beforehand. To � nd out more, call the Alachua, Florida com-
pany at (800) 669-2067.

Trimming shooting lanes is 
always a chore for archers but 
the new Kutz-All can easily take 
care of all a hunter’s pruning 
needs. Company owner Chad 
Yost, pictured at left, explained 
the Kutz-All is a lightweight, 
compact, versatile and multipur-
pose knife and cutting tool any 
outdoorsman will come to love. 
The saw is great for hunting, 
� shing, backpacking and hik-
ing. Yost said it is not only an 
outdoor tool but a survival tool 
as well. The saw includes three 
interchangeable blades, includ-
ing pruning, carbide and � llet 
knife, that store in the water-
proof handle. For reaching those 
high, hard to get to limbs, the 
Extend-A-Limb accessory easily 
transforms the Kutz-All into an 
extended pole saw by cutting 
its own threads into the pole 
for a secure � t and attachment. 
ARC Outdoor Products can be 
reached at (567) 230-6798.

What bowhunter hasn’t dropped a glove, hat, arrow or even a cell phone from 
a tree? Retrieving the dropped item has always posed a problem and it is usually 
solved by climbing back down to retrieve it but not anymore. One of the slickest gad-
gets we found in the Innovation Room is the Silent Retriever by Bayed Outdoors. 
Company owner Keven Van Camp is shown below with a mitten dangling from the 
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device. Van Camp said the Silent Retriever is compact, easy 
to use and silent and what’s more, it can retrieve almost any-
thing a hunter drops. We thought the simple device was one 

of the most clever things we saw at 
the show. The Silent Retriever works 
like small, sharp grappling hooks to 
retrieve almost anything a hunter 
drops from a treestand. Small Velcro 
dots are provided (see kit at left) for 
attaching to larger items like GPS 
units, cell phones or range � nders. 
The hooks grab the Velcro and the 
item can be hoisted back up the tree 
without the hunter risking an addi-
tional climb up and down. Contact 
Bayad Outdoors at (985) 479-1134 to 
� nd out more. 

Bowen Smith 
from Barefoot 
Archery in Charlotte, 
North Carolina 
attended the show 
with his dad Jesse. 
Bowen is shown 
(center at left) with 
TV hosts Ralph and 
Vicki Cianciarulo. 
The pro shop was 
pro� led in the July, 
2009 edition. Bowen 
su� ers from a rare 
muscle disorder 

called congenital myopathy, so he works from a powered 
wheelchair.

Wildlife Research Center, an industry leader in the 
scent and scent elimination category, is now marketing Scent 
Killer Gold with Hunt Dry technology in a new 44 ounce 
combo pack containing a 32 ounce and 12 ounce � eld bottle 
of Scent Killer Gold. According to Ron Bice (above), com-
munications director for the company, the Magnum Scrape 
Dripper Combo has been very well accepted by hunters and 
now comes with Golden Scrape, an ultra premium scrape 

scent with a time release for-
mula. Bice said Golden Scrape is 
a perfect blend of Golden Estrus 
and buck scents with subtle 
tones of fresh scraped earth 
and Territorial Musk essence. 
“The time release formula will 
evaporate at a slower rate and 
last longer on the ground,” Bice 
explained. “The package comes 
with an extremely informative 
DVD that provides all the details 
of making a mock scrape.” Bice is 
shown above with the two new 
products. For additional infor-
mation, contact the company at 
(763) 427-3350. 

It was di�  cult to miss the 
interesting NuFletch display in 
the lobby. Life sized photos of 
industry celebrities surrounded 
the display, adding a lifelike 
touch. 
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